
" O U R  E X P E R I E N C E  I S  Y O U R
S U C C E S S "

DOSSIER

EXPLORE
In this brochure our team of experts have simplified complicated 

processes into a easy-to-understand roadmap where you and your 
family can browse the best options in Spain and make an informed

desicison about your money and future! 
 

All the best, 
 

The Metalux Team 
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Welcome to   SPAIN

- Anthony Bourdain -
 

Celebrity Chef & TV Host 

Spain is one of the top rated countries in the world in terms of climate, cost of living, business growth
rate and as a bonus it hosts the fastest growing real estate market out of any country in all of Europe. 

It seems everyone wants to move here, and with good reason. Because of its geographical location, it
is located close to all popular hubs of Europe with easy access to distant countries like china and USA
because of the high authority of its passport.  

Other than the fantastic quality of life, the income opportunity of this country in real estate is
unusually  high compared to the rest of the world because the country is a constant host of wealthy
tourists and phenomenal municipal and social network. This is why Spain has received so much
investment attention from foreign investors in real estate in relation to renting, buying & reselling, and
building. A new investor with medium means of money can expect to increase their net worth by 70-
180% every year if they invest their money in the right places.

 Its important to note that most popular investment areas are outside of the main capital cities of
Spain, and with good reason as you will find out. 

‘Any reasonable, sentient person who looks at Spain, comes
to Spain, eats in Spain, drinks in Spain, they’re going to fall in

love. Otherwise, there’s something deeply wrong with you.
This is the dream of all the world.’  



We represent the best and largest real estate projects throughout Spain where
we build and manage the direct promotion and legal department of Real estate
projects 
 The Metalux Company is a network of many different international businesses
that together, form the largest platform of award winning architects, builders and
expert agents under one roof.  
 
Our company's service areas include; Real estate sales, construction, immigration,
investment, currency exchange, NFT and the digital world of real estate
(metaverse), law, and business. 

 Having an international team of experts in each sector, we can assure our
customers, investors and their families to turn their dream into a predictable and 
 actionable reality.
 
Our company code and badge of honor is that  we strictly work only with reputable
professionals so that our clients can be assured of comprehensive security.

 Our big family started their professional activity in 2019 in eight countries  and
opened their physical offices with onsite operations. Connecting so many experts
into one streamlined service was a challenge for all of us but it was worth it in the
end because we created a service which is one of a kind and backed by the
strongest and most respected professionals in the industry! 
 
 As of 2023, Metalux operates in the following countries - Sweden, Spain, United
Arab Emirates, Canada, United States of America, Turkey, Iran and Qatar with
more than 8500 connected agents  specializing in real estate matters around the
world.

About METALUX



INVESTMENT ROADMAP
Breakdown Non - EU investors  

After purchasing your
first home with us, you

can use  your property to
make a powerful monthly
income by utilizing one of

the popular income
options in Spain with the

help of Metalux. 
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1 With your recently acquired Spanish Real Estate & Residency,

you can now rent your home and make a significant income

every month. With this income you are eligible for loans &

mortgages in Spanish banks. . 

RENTAL

You can choose to take out a loan on your home after buying it,

using the house as a warranty. With this loan you can either buy

another house, a car or invest it into profitable & safe projects. 

RE-FINANCE 

After 2-3 months, you already have the option to sell and buy

another home if you wish, making a profit on the sale. And with

this income combined with a Spanish loan, you can buy a bigger

or better home. 

RESALE 

Even if you choose to do nothing with your house other than live in

it, the value will grow with time. Specially in the Metalux Selected

areas. You can also renovate the house to increase its value. 

INVESTMENT GROWTH 

The Metalux Micro Investment Fund allows you to invest your

currency with crypto and partake in large scale construction

projects with Metalux and receive a large return on investment. 

MICRO INVEST METALUX

WWW.METALUXPROPERTY.COM 

Rental Income Example:

After purchasing your first home over

500.000€ and paying all taxes and

municipal fees (11-12%) you will also

receive residency and work permits for

yourself and your family members in

Spain within 20 days. 

After receiving residency card, you can

open bank accounts, receive bank and

financial services and also be eligible for

generating income from your property. 

Metalux helps you do this by connecting

you to our contacts in the banks and

funds that supplement your capital. 

Property Value: 700.000€ 

Income Method: RENTAL 

Income: 22.000-26.000€ / month 

Area: Metalux Selected (Finestrat)  



LAW & IMMIGRATION
The relocation process is traditionally a very complicated
process with a lot of room for error. This is why metalux
has employed the best foreign and spanish lawyers and
relocation experts to simplify the process so that you can
execute the most exciting journey of your life - affordably
and enjoyably whilst safeguarding against any failure or
errors.  

Countries like Iran, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Oman etc. Our dear clients that are immigrating from a country
in the Middle East can expect a all-inclusive service from translating and procuring all local
documents like the ones needed for Golden Visa, Invite letters, INEI number, Padron registrations and
more, to getting all their appointments and necessities in Spain coordinated between our Spanish and
foreign legal team before they arrive in Spain to be as effective as possiblefor the entire family. 
 Especially because some of the countries have a more complicated legal process compared to other
countries. 

Relocation from the (MIDDLE EAST)

In the past few years, the legal aspects of immigration for our clients and their families has constantly
improved to be made quicker, easier and cheaper. Our lawyers will now be able to guarantee your
relocation process after receiving the your first entry Visa and to ensure you feel safe and comfortable
they will sign an agreement with you from the first step for your security. Our legal team will
constantly followup and make sure your cases are prioritized from getting you an appoint in the
consulate to securing your purchasing process in the Spanish government Notary.  Anyway, our team
will handle the hard work so you can make informed decisions about your legal process.  

Legal consul and Agreements 

Examples of *Documents for relocation  
Local Exit agreement - Spanish Visa form - Valid Passport documents - Income statements -  Proof Of investment - Proof of
country of residence - M108 Forms filled - Ticket submissions - NIE number -  Padron registration - Issued health insurance -
Policia National Entry stamp - Bank account forms  



MONEY + EXCHANGE
Transfering and exchanging money can be a risk factor in the minds of many non-eu citizens. This is because  a

lack of trust. Metalux helps to solve this problem by guaranteeing your transfers and creating a receipt and
official legal document for any transfer to the designated accounts in Spain. You are free to choose your own

means of transfer. However our exchanges have been tried and proved many times for large transactions and we
are able to report what happens to your money for every movement through this method.   

This method is the oldest
way to send and translate
money to euro which is the

accepted currency in
Spain. 

Metalux improves this
method by having one 

of our lawyers take
responsibility for your
transfers and typically

they send the total money
in small segments so that
you can rest assured that

you are receiving the
money in Spain before

continuing with the total
sum. 

 
From there, you are in

charge of your own money
and may be in total control
of how you use it, when you

are in Spain.  
 
 

FIAT EXCHANGE

Metalux is currently
working hard with the

cooperation of the Spanish
Government officials to
create a direct transfer
method executed with

digital currency. 
 

This organization is
estimated to be

operational by summer of
2023 for Non-EU citizens. 

 
This will be the easiest,

cheapest, fastest and most
direct method of transfer. 

 
You are able to receive

your money to any
personal or company

account in the world or
cash if you prefer for any

amount.  

CRYPTO

In this method, you choose
your own exchange and

transaction process through
either a personally trusted

party or person. 
 

Metalux will guide your in
terms of what documents you

must procure to fulfill the
criterions at the Spanish

Notary. 
 

In this case, you are the sole
responsible person making
sure that this money is sent

and received correctly.
However, if needed, Metalux
will help you to finalize the

process even if it is not
through our systems.  

PERSONAL
TRANSACTION 



SPANISH CONTRACTS
For your comfort, we have summarized the
legal contracts you will encounter in Spain in
relation to the purchase of property.  

All of these contracts must either by
signed by you personally or via your
legal representation in Spain. In any
case, you must be in Spain to receive
your NIE number making you eligible
for any business related activites in
Spain. The contracts you see can only
be processed once you have this
number.  

 
TITLE DEED

NIE NUMBER

RESIDENCY CARD

Document examplesDocument examples  



METALUX TEAM
Our pride and joy is our team. Without them, we
would not be who we are today . The excellence
of Metalux is the excellence and expertise of our
international TEAM.  

Zhanna and Juliya are together the CEO's of their company Group
Experience. Together with their team, they have succcessfully
executed over 600 Golden Visa main applications in consistent
record times. Every main applicant has several members of family
so they have helped over 2000 people get spanish residency and
work.  

Zhanna & Juliya 
Metalux Relocation & Immigration Law Experts  - Valencia
Spain 

Every member of the Metalux team is carefully selected
because of their long and tested role as a leader in their
industry. Very rarely do leaders come together,  but
Metalux is a family forming the best of the best coming
together to give you the service and creating a service
unlike any other 

Oleksander and Mikhail are the named
partners of their Law firm Lex Dixit.
Specializing over 19 legal branches across
29 lawyers in Spain with an international
experienced team.  They will be helping
you with the legal procedures in Spain if
required.  

Alexander & Mikhael 
Metalux Iberian Law &  Jurisdiction Specialists -  
Valencia, Spain  

Covering a wide range of expertise, these
ladies are professionals in building,
designing and targeting real estate for our
investors in Marbella. Having a long
experience in the Scandinavian &
European market, their company has
grown to be a trusted leader in the area.  

Emmeli, Sara & Julia
Metalux Partner Agents - Marbella , Spain

Our standard is to meet every clients expectation, our
aim, however, is to surpass them! 

Metalux




